PREVIEW 28
om the very first, ecologists have had at the backs of their minds the
~a

that predators must represent one of the strong controlling forces
nature. Those who have recently developed the idea that complex
osystems should be more stable than simple ecosystems have relied
the assumption that predators are always a controlling influence on
e numbers of their prey, suggesting that the more kinds of predator
d prey there are the more perfect the control, and those who have
ght to explain a general balance of nature with the hypothesis of
sity-dependent control have often looked to predators as prime
ents of that control. Yet, for large animals, at least, it has been hard to
Id evidence, even circumstantial evidence, that predators do in fact
ert such control. Much of the supposed evidence is anecdotal, being
counts of deer numbers rising after predators were shot during the
tlement of North America, but such a rise in deer numbers could
ve resulted from changes in the vegetation, whether the predators
're shot or no. The one apparently well-documented story, that of the
ibab Plateau, is now known to have been embroidered to the point at
~ich it must be considered to be mostly fiction. There is good evidence
t wolves confined on small islands can control the numbers of their
gulate prey, but this does not mean that such control could be at
ined in the open spaces of a continent. A number of studies now
ggest that large mammalian predators commonly take only the sick
the old, thus culling animals which were due to die anyway and not
ling as prime agents of control. Some control may be effected when
ung animals are taken, but that control may be no more than one
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game herds actually suggest that predation is one of the lesser control
ling influences. It is thus possible to conclude, if rather cautiously, that
large pred tors ar not often the primary agents in controlling their prey
populations and tha predation is only one of a set of density-dependent
factors at work. Many large predators may properly be considered to be
scavengers rather than killers of prime animals.
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PredJtors kill; it follows that they reduce the numbers of their prey, re
stricting or even controlling them. This simple equation has dominated
man's thinking about nature since before recorded history. Probably the
first man who ever kept sheep lost some to wolves, and cursed the wolves
accordingly, passing on his opinions to his offspring so that wolves finally
became ogres in fairy tales. Such caricatures of predators are with us yet.
In Alaska, agents of the government are still killing wolves from airplanes,
apparently under the general belief that it must be "good" for the "game"
to do this. In the landed estates of Europe, managed for the last 200 years
as places where you shoot gallinaceous birds, everything with hooked
beak or claws has been hounded down for bounty, even down to sparrow
hawks, fish hawks, and pine martens; and on little more than the belief
that, "It eats flesh so it must be bad." Curiously spiders, which seem
physica lIy repugnant to men, are "good" because they eat "fl ies," so we
must preserve spiders. These attitudes to nature are wonderful materials
for the student of the human mind, but they are also germane to a serious
discussion of predation because they have affected our attitudes to the
problem.
Predators kill prey, but if they kill it all they must themselves starve. On
the other hand, they will obviously kill as much as they can get. There
must be a "balance" between their efforts to kill and the escape of the
prey, a balance that controls both the numbers of predators and prey.
Thus the simple explanation of the "balance of nature" which comes
from our ancient impression of the role of carnivores. But is it really true?
Is the greenness of the well-watered parts of the earth largely due to the
vigilance of carnivores, who cull the plant eaters and keep their popula
tions low? Or is being killed for meat a relatively unimportant hazard in
the lives of most herbivores, as apparently it was for Andrewartha's grass
hoppers and thrips? And how, in turn, are the numbers of the predators
themselves really restricted? Simple those these questions seem, it has
not been easy to answer them with certainty.
Indirect evidence that large predators may have a hand in controlling
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tier was also a history of deliberate campaigns of extermination against
the large native carnivores. Wolves, bobcats, coyotes, and pumas have
been completely exterminated over most of their original ranges, even
though these ranges \,vere sometimes left as forest or prairie. This p< ssing
of the frontier has often seemed to be followed some decades later vvith
plagues of deer, suggesting the obvious conclusion that the predators had
controlled the deer herds in primitive times and that our killing of the
predators had released the deer populations from this, their natured
restraint. This is a generally compelling argument, but it suffers from the
poor quality of the "experimental" evidence. Killing predators was not
the only task of the pioneers, who also burned forests, cleared land,
farmed, released livestock, built roads, and so on. They changed the envi
ronment in many ways, so why should we decide that the key change
was the removal of predators?
Many professional opinions on the importance of predators have been
based on the supposed history of the Kaibab deer herd. The Kaibab Pla
teau is a wild area bordering the Grand Canyon, and it was declared a na
tional park in the conservation ist era of Teddy Roosevelt at the turn of the
century. All the big predators of the park were then shot out by govern
ment hunters while, at the same time, a complete embargo was placed on
the hunting of deer. Then, in the 1920s and 1930s came reports of there
being too many deer in the park, and there does seem no doubt that the
numbers had risen over what were present \vhen the place was first
declared a reserve. Unfortunately, we have no good census figures for deer
present in the park at any time in its early history, only various visitors'
and warden's "estimates". These are perhap good enough to suggest
that the herd tripled or even quadrupled its size in 20 years, although they
by no means prove that it did. Such an increase need not be surpising for
any place as disturbed as the Kaibab had been, for the frontier had passed
through 20 years before it had been declared a park. Ranchers had
herded 200,000 sheep, 20,000 cattle, and many horses there, and they
had doubtless set their usual fires (Rasmussen, 1941). There can be no
doubt that they had shot many deer, too. That the removal of such exploi
tation as this should result in quadrupling the deer herd need surprise no
one. There is no need to invoke "shooting predators" to explain it. Such
are the facts of the matter as well as they can be gleaned (Caughley,
1970). But this true story became embroidered by a series of misrepre
sentations until it became a fictional tale of a plague of deer and the clas
sical illustration of the controlling effects of mammalian predators. It is in
structive to follow the Kaibab fiction, for much ecological writing and
thinking cannot be properly interpreted without knowing how people
have been led astray.
The fateful pmgress of the Kaibab embroidery is shovvn in Figure 28.1,
as it is revealed in a recent study by a New Zealand student of game
animals, Graeme Caughley (1970). Diagram A appeared in a monograph
on the Kaibab by Rasmussen (1941), and gives his private assessment of
wh:lt 1M::l<' I<ntllAtn .:lhOllt thp hi<.ttlrv O( thf-> rlppr hf->rrl Remptnh., .. thAt -thprp
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the park who have left us the best professional estimates of deer numbers
we can glean. The supervisor's estimates are the solid lines and circles, a
history of increase, indeed, but one easily understood in the light of the
past history of the plateau. But in 1924 various people had gone to the
park and remarked the "great numbers of deer," and there was valid dis
cussion about whether it was time to cull the herd. Visitors estimates are
the open circles. But Rasmussen was inclined to accept the largest of
them, a nice round figuI'e of 100,000 deer. On the basis of this estimate
he sketched in the dotted line as a likely history. It really does make a dra
matic curve, much more exciting than that produced by the professionals
who lived in the park (the black curve below it). Then came the real
mischief. The noted game management specialist, Aldo Leopold (1943)
drew diagram B on the basis of Rasmussen's diagram A and published it in
a local bulletin on wildlife management in Wisconsin. Notice that some
ecological ideas have been superimposed on Rasmussen's flight of fancy,
for the left-hand side has developed the nice sigmoid shape of a popula
tion undergoing logistic growth and the right-hand side has the neat fall of
catastrophy, until it meets the supervisor's estimates again! A number of
comments have been added reflecting the "to cull or not to cull" con
troversy. Then there was more mischief. Leopold's version, exercise in
imagination and artistry though it was, was reprinted in the standard
ecology text by Allee et al. (1949). This was enough for the history to be
taken as true, although there were more imaginery refinements to come,
as in diagram C.
In learned articles and textbooks over the last 20 years, the supposed
history of the Kaibab deer herd has been used as the standard example of
what happens when the controlling influence of large predators is
removed. It has now even reached the pages of general biology texts,
where Leopold's striking drawing can so easily be reproduced. But we
have no real evidence that the deer herd at Kaibab did suffer a population
explosion, nor that it crashed. All we have is evidence of a not unreason
able fluctuation following disturbance. And since the population explo
sion was a nonevent we cannot use it as evidence that American deer
populations were controlled by predators.
The collapse of the Kaibab example puts us back in the position of
sensing that the settlement of North America resulted in an upsurge of
deer numbers, and of wondering if the removal of predators was the
reason behind it. Even if we did have a "good Kaibab" on file, a true
record of exponential growth of deer numbers following settlement and
eradication of predators, it would still prove nothing. Treated as an exper
iment, the elimination of predators by settlers is valueless. It would be
without before and after surveys, without duplication, and without con
trol. A laboratory study carried on in such a way would be unpublishable
in the scientific literature as meaningless. Experience may yet suggest that
shooting predators is a good way to bring on a plague of deer, but every
time the frontiersmen passed through they not on Iy shot predators but
~Ir~ ;ntarfororl with thp VPQPtiltion. Commonly they replaced forest with
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changes provided more food for deer, a sufficient reason for their increase
even if the predators had still been there.
There is a second general difficulty in accepting predators as the con
trolling agents of large vertebrates, and this is their common habit of
mostly taking the weak or sick prey Jnimats that might be expected to die
anyway. This Jspect of predation strongly influenced one of the foremost
students of the subject, Paul Errington (1946, 1963).
Errington devoted most of his life time to the study of muskrJts Ondatra
zibethicus in Iowa; from 13 years of his youth spent as a fur trapper, to
most of his later years at the Iowa State University. Muskrats are particu
larly hard to observe, passing most of the daylight hours underwater or
hidden in burrm-vs, but Errington learned to discover their presence and
activities from "reading of sign," which he describes as "studying the
meaning of tracks and trails, of diggings and cuttings and heapings, of
food debris and droppings, or miscellaneous traces, of blood, fur,
wounds, and carcasses." These qualitative bits of evidence became
quantitative when Errington used them to identify the presence of individ
uals and to map the members of populations. He trapped muskrats on a
large scale, marked them, and released them. He was given sample car
casses by the local fur trappers for autopsy, particularly for estimating the
numbers of offspring which had been born to females from the number of
scars of old placentas in their ovaries. He studied the possible predators
of muskrJts, notably minks, Lutreola vison, in the same way, and was able
to detect when they were feeding on muskrats from the remains in their
droppings. The thoroughness of his work is revealed in many of the minor
observations in his writings, as when he reported that one thin old male
traveled 2800 yards in half a day, a statistic that Errington gathered by fol
lowing the animal for that half day without being detected. Thirty years of
such devoted work has provided us with perhaps the best-documented
history of a wild mJmmal ian population which we posses. And Errington
came to the conclusion that nearly all the muskrats eaten by predators in
his part of Iowa were individuals who were doomed to die from some
other cause, such as disease, if the predators had not eaten them first.
The lives of Iowa muskrats were strongly influenced by the marked
seasonal changes of the local climate, by the alternation of warm conti
nental summers and bitter winters, by the chances of floods and the
chances of drought. Muskrats established in fine summer weather in their
home ranges seemed almost immune to predation, probably because
they had somewhere to run to when approached by a mink or because
they faced the potential agressor so confidently that they made the risks of
combat unacceptable to it. But if they were flooded out, or left exposed
by drought, or suffered epidemic disease, the minks killed very many of
them. Sometimes the onset of some calamity attracted predators to such
an extent that whole populations of muskrats were almost wiped out.
Many muskrats were also killed in the spring as they wandered from their
winter quarters without the secu rity of a home range, but Errington
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